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Abstract 
We consider a symmetric simple exclusion process on 2 eJ and obtain sharp estimates tbr the 
distribution of the first time the empirical density in a large box exceeds a given value larger 
than the initial density. As a corollary, we characterize the distribution of the process at this first 
occurrence time. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
We consider a symmetric simple exclusion process (SSEP) on the infinite lattice Y ~l. 
Each site of Y is assigned a value in {0, 1 } and pairs of adjacent sites are associated 
with independent Poisson processes of intensity 1. At the jump times of each Poisson 
process, the values of the corresponding sites are exchanged. The SSEP is a welt- 
defined process with values in {0,1} ~ (see Liggett, 1985, p. 361), and its extremal 
stationary measures are the product measures, ~),, of  density p in [0, 1]. We denote by 
P~' the law of the SSEP with initial measure vp. 
In this infinite lattice, we consider the cube An = [1,n] u and the event 
1 p l}  
iEA~ 
(l.I) 
for pt~[0,  1]. If p<p' ,  then {An,nE  N} are rare events for v o in the sense that vo(A,,) 
goes to 0 when n goes to infinity. We are interested in the statistics of the time of 
first occurrence of An, i.e. T~ = inf{t>~0: rh EAn}, where (rh)t>~0 denotes a trajectory 
of  the SSEP. Our main result is 
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Theorem 1. Suppose 0 < p < p' <~ 1. 
quence (~n)n>~o such that 
where fin satisfies 
There are positive constants C,c,c ~ and a se- 
(1.2) 
This result generalizes a recent result of Ferrari et al. (1995). Indeed, there the 
analysis is restricted to the time of occurrence of the event {q(i)= 1, i E [1,n]} for a 
one-dimensional SSEP. As in Ferrari et al. (1995), we study Tn by giving bounds on 
the first two moments of Art, the number of occurrences of An during the time [0, t]. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is divided into three steps: lower bound for T~ (Section 
2.1 ), upper bound for T~ (Section 2.2) and independence property (Section 2.3). While 
the lower bound and the independence property are straightforward modifications of 
the arguments of Ferrari et al. (1995), the upper bound requires new estimates. 
In the final section (Section 3) we characterize the configurations of the system at 
time T~, showing that they are "typical" for vp,. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Henceforth, r/ denotes a configuration, i.e. q E {0, 1} U. Also, E v is the expectation 
with respect o the SSEP with initial measure v and l = [n~p ~] + 1. 
2.1. Lower bound for T~ 
As shown in Ferrari et al. (1995), bounds for the occurrence time of a rare event 
can be derived from bounds on the process that counts how many times the system 
enters the event. In the case where the rare event is {~icAn t/(i)~>l}, it is simpler to 
count the number of exchanges taking place in the boundary of An when there are 
exactly 1 particles in A,. 
Let c3An be the set of bonds joining sites in An with their nearest neighbors in A~. 
Let {vk, kE N} be the random times at which there is an exchange in some bonds of 
~?An. For any s, t ~> 0, consider 
N(s , t )= Z)  ~ s<rk<t :  ~--~q~;-(i)=/ . (2.1) 
k = 1 iEA, 
Clearly, {N(O,t)>>.l}c{T~<t}. However, {T~<t} contains in addition all the 
trajectories which do not perform exchanges in the boundary after entering the event 
An. We first show that the event {Tn<t}\{N(O,t)>~l} has a small measure, for n 
large. 
Lemma 1. 
P~'{ T~ 
Proof. If t 
u 
Thus, in both cases 
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There are constants A, C >0, independent of t,n, such that 
< t, N(0, t) = 0} <~Ce -AnJ. 
~<n then B =- {T~<t,N(O,t)=O} C {T~ <n}. Otherwise 
}( }) Zr /o ( i )> l  U {T~E[O,t -n)}f~ z (T~<rk<t)=O 
i E A,~ " = 
{ T~ ~ [t - n, t)} 
i~A,~ k = 1 
261  
(2.2) 
P~'{Tn <t,N(O,t)=O} ~v I Z ~lo(i)> l l  + (e-n)l~&l + pv{Tn <n }. 
k iGA~ 
Now, with the same argument as in Proposition 1 of Lebowitz and Schonmann 
(1987), it is easy to prove that there are constants A,C>O such that, for every n>~l 
Pr(T n <~n)<~ Ce -AM. 
A similar inequality holds for V{~i~A, ' qo(i)>l}, and the conclusion follows since 
I~A,I is proportional to n J-1. [] 
Proposition 1. For every t > 0 
EVN(O,t)= ,~Anlv I Z ~(i)= l} t. (2.3) 
k iEA,~ 
Moreover, there are positive constants, A and C such that 
P~'{ T~>-t} >~ l - IOAn,v { Z q(i)= l} t - Ce AnJ. (2.4) 
iEA,, 
Proof. Notice that (2.4) follows immediately by (2.3) and Lemma 1. To prove (2.3), 
observe that 
/o' N(O, t) = ~ Z t- dJ[,  (2.5) eEl?A,, 
where Zt = Z(~iEAo qt(i) = l) is a cadlag process adapted to the filtration generated by 
the SSEP, and J [  is the point process that counts the exchanges at the bond e. Since 
J [  is a Poisson process with intensity one, (2.3) follows by taking expectation i (2.5). 
[, 
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2.2. Upper bound for T~ 
The proof of the upper bound consists in estimating the second moment of the 
process N(0, t) defined in (2.1). For any T > 0, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
(EN(O, T)) 2 = (E[N(0, T)z{N(O, T)/> 1 )])2 ~ E[N2(O, T)] P (N(0, T) ~> 1 ). 
Because {N(0, T) ~> 1 } C {Tn < T}, we have 
(EN(O, T)) 2 
P(T~ < T)~> E[N2(0 ' T)]" (2.6) 
In what follows we set 
t 
T= Y{~iCA. q(i) = l}n a-l" 
Proposition 2. There are constants B,D>O such that, for all n, 
t 
PV{Tn < T} >1 Bt +-~D" (2.7) 
Proof of Proposition 2. In view of (2.3) and (2.6), it is enough to find constants 
B, D > 0 such that 
EVN2(0, T) <.Bt 2 + Dt. (2.8) 
First, 
/0 /0 N(O, T) = ~ Zt at + ~_. zt- dM[, eEc?An eCOAn 
where M 7 = Jt e - t is a mean zero martingale. Using the inequality (a + b)2 ~< 2(a 2 + b2), 
we have 
/o /o /o /o N2(O, TI<~2IOAn[ 2 ZtZsdtds+2 Z Z t dM[ Zt-dMt'. e, el EOAn 
Note that the process {Zt-, t> 0) is bounded and predictable w.r.t, the filtration gen- 
erated by the SSEP. Thus, taking expectation, using stationarity and Theorem 15 in 
Br6maud (1981 ), 
T P 
EVN2(O, T) ~<210A, I2T [_ EV(ZoZu)du + 2 ~ TEV(Zo). (2.9) 
dO eGOAn 
The second summand is equal to 2t. Thus, we only need the following bound: 
]OAnl2Z~TEv(ZoZu)du=(2d)2n2(d-l)z~'TEv{~ (i~cA, l~o(i)=l ) 
×Z(~qu( i )=l )}du<~Ct2+C' t .  
\ iGA, / 
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To prove this inequality, we first establish three lemmas. Henceforth, N = n d. 
Lemma 2. Let p be any probability measure on the subsets of An of cardinality 
N - k for a fixed k, and let r <~ k. Then 
Y C A,,,[YI I 
(we use the convention (~)= 0 for y<O and y>x).  
Proof. The above sum equals 
Z p (X)= Z p(X l l{YcA ' :  IY l= l ' l YNX l= l - r} ]  
Y C An,IY[ l [XNYI- - I - - r  X c A . , IX [ -N-k  
IXl=N--k 
and the conclusion follows easily. E] 
Lemma 3. Let Y,Z be two independent random variables valued in {0, 1 . . . . .  k}, with 
O ~ k ~ N, such that 
k N- -k  (r)(,-r) 
P(Y=r) -  (N) 
and 
Then, for every convex function (a we have 
EO( Y) <~E(a(Z). (2.10) 
Proof. Let .f and g be functions defined on ~ by f (0 )= g(0)= 0 and 
r - - I  
f ( r )= E[P (Z=i ) -  P(Y=-i)] , g( r )= f ( i ) .  Vr>0,  
i=0  i=0  
Note that Y and Z have the same expectation so that g(r)=0 for r>k  (it is clear that 
f ( r )=0 for r>k).  
Let q~ be a convex function. After summing by parts twice, 
Edp(Z) - EO(Y) = ~ (a(r)[P(Z = r) - P(Y = r)] 
r 
= E[q~(r  + 1) + ~b(r - 1) - 2dp(r)]g(r). 
r 
It is therefore enough to show that g(r)>~O for all r. By direct inspection one sees 
N- -k  that the function of r E {0 . . . . .  k} given by - log ( l-r ) (log 0 = -- OC) is convex, as 
well as the function 
p(z =r) 
log 
P(Y=r)"  
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Being positive for r = 0 and r =k,  it necessarily changes sign twice, in the order 
+-  +. Thus, P(Z = r ) -P (Y  =-r) changes ign twice in the order +-  +. This implies 
that f ( r )  changes sign only once in the order +- ,  and therefore that g is always 
nonnegative. [] 
Fix p' such that p < p~ ~< 1. 
Lemma 4. Let k be fixed in {0 ..... N} and define l = [Np'], 
k N-k  
(~)  ( r ) ( l - - r )  Vr<~k, pr=p~(1-  p) k-r , and q~- (N) 
Then there are positive constants C, 2 independent of N, k such that 
k 
~_~ Prqr <~ Ce -)~. 
r=O 
(2.11) 
Proof. Let X, Y and Z be independent random variables, taking values in {0, 1 . . . . .  k}. 
Suppose X has distribution p~, Y has distribution q~ and Z is a binomial random 
variable with parameters k and l/N. By Lemma 3, for any 0 E ~, 
k 
~-~ Prqr 
r~O 
= P(X =- Y) ~E{e °(x-Y)) = E{e°X}E{e -°Y} 
I (0, <~E{e°X}E{e -°z}= (e°p+l -p )  e ~+l -  
For N large, I/N is close to p' and p~ > p. Thus, for 0 > 0 small enough, there is 2 > 0 
such that 
(e°p+l -p ) (e -° /+ l  - / )  <e -~. [] 
Now, we introduce new processes which will be useful later. Let Xt(i) be the position 
at time t of a particle that starts at time zero at the site i and evolves under the 
dynamics of the SSEP. The process Xt satisfies the following duality relation (Liggett, 
1985, Theorem 1.1, p. 363): 
\ A. \ A. / 
where P '  is the law of the SSEP started with the configuration ~. Note that for every 
i E 7/d, the marginal aw of {Xt(i), t > 0} is that of a simple random walk. However, 
due to exclusion, the X(i) 's are not independent. Let Xt(i), i E 2~ d, be a collection of 
independent simple random walks with )(0(i) -- i. The following comparison inequality 
(Liggett, 1985, Proposition 1.7, p. 366), is valid for any finite A,1 C ~d: 
P(Xt(i) E A, Vi E I) <,P(Xt(i) E A, Vi E I). (2.13) 
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Proof of Proposition 2 (continued). By using duality 
"- So7 {( )} = V(~iEA r l ( i )= l  ) v(dq)E ;( Z~/( i )=I  X q(X . ( i ) )= l  du. i E ,'1,, 
We introduce the notations {t/A = a} --= {t/(i) = a Vi E A } and X~ - {X,(i) ' i ~ A, }, for 
A C Z a, a = 0, 1. The above integrand equals 
Yc4.,Igl=t iex,, ,A~ 
Yc&,IYI-t ( \ l -  IX'OYI) 
l N--m 
}'CA,,, IY[=l m=0 k=l- m 
xP(lX, n YI = m, IXu\A, I - k ). 
By using Lemma 2 and the notations of Lemma 4, the last expression equals 
N rain(k, l ) 
¢(1 p. 
k--O r-max(O.k-N+l) 
× Z P( IXuNYI=I-r  IIX~\Anl=k)P(IX~\A"I=k) 
]Y]--I. Y c A. 
= v tli=l P(IX,\A,I=k) Prqr. (2.14) 
iEA~ k=0 r=0 
It is enough to show that the sum from k = 1 to N of  terms of the form 
k T 
p,qr fo P(lX.\a,[=k)du (2.15) 
r=O 
is bounded by (Ct + C')/n d-I. If  k =N,  we bound P(IX~\A,[ =k)  by 1, which be- 
cause PN = v(~ ~h = l )  implies that Fx <~t/n d 1 For the other terms, first consider 
u C In 4, T]. By virtue of (2.13) 
P(IX~\A,I=k) < P(IX~\A,I<k)=P(IX~nA, I~N k) 
<. ~ P{Xu(i)CA,,ViEA} 
AcA~ 
]A]=N-k 
(cN~N k 
~< Z P{J(~(i)E A,,ViEA}<~ (k )  \~)  
AcAr, 
IAl=U--k 
(2.16) 
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k for some C>0.  Since, by Lemma 4, Y'~0 Prqr <~C'e-z~, we have, for k<N-  2 
N--3 k T 
~ ~ prqr ~n 4 P(IXu\An[=k)du 
k=O r=O 
N--3 ~T "CN " N-k  
<~C' Ze  -;~k / (N)(u~7_i ) du 
k=0 "/n4 
N--3 
<~C, Ze_A(Nk)(CN)N_ k 1 _ l(n4)_(N_k)d/2+ 1 
k=0 (N - k)d/2 
<~ Ctn4 ~~ e -'~k <~Cnn 4 e-;~ + <~nd_~. (2.17) 
k=0 
We have used that, for O<~k<~N- 3, ½(N- k)d-  1 >0 for every d~> 1. It is easy to 
see that (2.16) provides good bounds for k = N - 1 and k = N - 2. 
Now, the case u E [0,n4]. Estimates for k ~>A logN with A sufficiently large are easy. 
By using Lemma 4, there are constants C, C'  so that 
N k in  4 N 1 
Z Prqr Jo P(IXu\An] =k)du~ ~ n4Ce -2k <~Ctn4N -A2 <~nd_l, 
k=A logN r=0 k=A logN 
for A large enough. Thus, (2.15) follows if 
A log N n 4 
Z e-;'kfo P(]Xu\AnI=k)du<~,C-1 ' (2.18) 
k=0 
for some C > 0. Consider first the case d ~> 2. We divide the boundary of An into k + 1 
disjoint sets, {Ii, i= 1 ..... k + 1}, each one containing at least nd-l/(k + 1) elements. 
When k particles have left An at time t, there is at least one set Ii such that all the 
particles which started on its sites are in An at t. In other words, 
P(IXt\AnI=k)~, [ U{Xt(j) C An, VjEIi}~ ~ ZP(Xt( j )  EAn, VjEIi). (2.19) 
\ i=1 / i=l  
Before estimating the r.h.s, of  (2.19), we need a simple fact: choose i G ~An and let v 
be the first time at which Xt(i) jumps. There is c~ < 1 such that 
>~ P(Xt(i) c An Iz < t). (2.20) 
Indeed, 
P(Xt(i) f[ A, I z < t) >~ P(Xt(i) ([ A, ]Xr+(i) ~ A,, z < t)P(X~+(i) ftAn, z < t) 
1 
~P(Xt(i) ~ An IXr+(i) f[ An, z < t). (2.21 ) 
Now, An is on one side of the plane orthogonal to the edge joining i to A~. Once the 
particle is outside, any path leading to An at time t has a symmetric path (with respect 
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to this plane) of equal weight that leads to a point outside An. Thus, 
P(Xt(i)ffAn]X~+(i)f[An, z<t)>~ ½, 
and (2.20) follows with c~ = 1 - 1/(4d). 
Now,  for convenience, set M = Ilil. We claim that 
2 1 (1 2:~/M k P(Xt('J)~A~'VjCIi)<~(I - ~)2 M + 1 +n4 . . - -  <~Cn~---~' (2,22) 
from which (2.18) would follow. First, (2.13) implies that 
P(X,(j)~ An,VjEIi)<~(~(I - e-') + e t)M. 
Let to be such that e to =(1 - :0 /2 .  Clearly, e ~°~>e -t for t>~to and 1 -e  t< 1. Thus, 
,ft, P(Xt(j)¢An'VJEli)dt~n4 l~  
and 
fO l° fO t° 1 (c~(1-e-')+e-t)Mdt<~e to ( ,x (1 -e -~)+e t)Me tdt<~do (1 + ~)(M + 1) 
Finally, consider the case d = I. 
Following Ferrari et al. (1995), using 
Emin(X,+(O),n)>~ min(cvZu, n), we get 
(2.13) and the fact that, for some c > 0. 
tl 714 n 4 
Ze-;.k fo0 P(lXu\Anl=k)du=e ;~n f E{e;,Ix,,nA,,I}du 
k=O " JO 
<~e-;n fo E{e&(&(J)~A")}du= H[ I  - (1 - e-X)P(Xu(j)~A,)]du 
• /=1 j=l  
~< f0 exp -(1 -e  ~)~--~P(X~(j)~An) du 
j=l 
= .f0" exp -2 ( l  - e -~) P(X~(O)>~j) du 
.n 4 
J/o exp[-2(1 - e ;)Emin(Xf(O),n)]du 
it2/C 2 n4 
~<fo exp[-2( l  - e-})cx/~] du + f ?:c-' exp[-2( l  - e-;  )n]du 
f ~< exp[-2(1 - e-;')cx/u] du + n4 exp[-2(1 - e-;)n]-<, C. ~ (2.23) 
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2.3. The independence property 
Set 7n =( na-'v {~'~ieA,, r/(i) = l} ) -1. 
Proposition 3. There are constants C~, C2 >0 such that 
sup Ipv{vn >~Tn(t + s)} - PV{T, >~Tnt}P~'{Tn >-?nS}[ ~<(1 + s)Cle -c:"d 
t>0 
for all n such that sT, > 1. 
Proof. Since the proof is close to the one of Proposition 3 in Ferrari et al. (1995), we 
omit some details. 
In view of Lemma 4, it is enough to prove 
sup IPV{N(0, 7n(t + S)) = 0} -- P"{N(0, 7nt) = O}pv{N(O, ~/n s) : 0}] 
t>0 
~<(1 + s)Cle -c j .  (2.24) 
By using Proposition 1 and the stationarity of the process started with v, it is easy to 
see that (2.24) is implied by 
sup [pv{N(O, 7nt) + N(7,t + An, 7,(t + s)) = 0} 
t>0 
-PV{N(0, 7nt) = 0}P v {N(A,, ~nS) = 0}1~< (1 + s)C1 e -cy ,  (2.25) 
where An = (Tns) l/(a+l). By reversibility, 
P'{N(O, ynt) + N(Tnt + An, 7n(t + s)) = O} 
= J v(dq)P"{N(O, 7nt) = O}P"{N(An, 7,s) 0}. 
Thus, the l.h.s, of (2.25) is bounded above by 
/ v(dtl)v(d~)[Pn(N(An, = O) - P~'(N(An, 7nS) = 0)[. (2.26) 7ns) 
Let qu, ~u be two SSEP defined on the same probability space with initial measure v® v. 
We assume that, in the time interval [An, V,s], the two processes evolve according to 
the same family of Poisson processes, but we do not specify now how ~/u and ~ are 
coupled in the time interval [0, An]. We denote by pv®v their joint law and by pn.~ the 
associated Markov family. Moreover, in what follows N¢ and N, stand for the counting 
processes associated with the processes t/~ and ~.  Note that 
[Pn(N(A., 7ns) : O)-P~(N(An, 7nS) = 0)[ ~< 2Pn'¢(N,(A., 7ns) : O,N~(An, 7ns) >1 1 ). 
Let {zk, k/> 1}, be the random times introduced in the definition of N(s,t). Assume 
that qA. has less than l particles in A~; ifN,(An, Tns)=O and N~(An,yns)>~ 1, there is 
a ~k such that ~;  has l particles in An, while r/~[ has less than l particles. Thus, the 
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expression in (2.26) is bounded above by 
2E '®' 3a A : 
k=l iEA,, 
The second term in (2.27) is neglected, being exponentially small. By using the same 
martingale argument used in Proposition 1, the first term in (2.27) has the bound 
I(?A,,I j4,[ ~ P"~" ~,(i)=l,~aC A~: ~u(a)= du 
L 
TnS 
<~I~A,,I ~ ZP"®"{{u(H)=l,qu(a)=O}du. 
• n HCAn,IHI=I aEtf 
Recalling that 7, ~< (U)-'P-ll~Anl-', it is enough to prove that 
sPY®V{ ~u(H) = 1, qu(a) = 0} ~< ptC1 e-C J (  1 + s) (2.28) 
for every HCA, with IHl=I, aEH, and every uE[An,TnS]. If H : :An  and d= 1, this 
is Proposition 3 of Ferrari et al. (1995). We sketch here the generalization to our case. 
Define Ln:Aln/4, wn =Ln/(1 + 8d). In [wn, An] the processes {u, tlu evolve according 
to the same family of Poisson processes. Let Xs, t(i) denote the position at time t of 
a particle that starts on site i at time s, and evolves according to the same Poisson 
processes as ~,, and r/~. We have 
P" {/%(H) = 1, tlu(a )= 0} 
<~  P(X.~'~(H\{a} )=F, Xw,)u(a ) =b)P"(~., (Y)= 1, ~w.(b)= 1, ~/w,,(b)= 0), 
F, h 
(2.29) 
with the sum ranging over F C Z d, hF I = l -  1, and b ¢ ~d, b ~F .  We decompose the 
sum in (2.29) into two parts, ~a(F,t,)~2t.,, and ~d(F,h)>2L,,, where d(., .)  is the I[" [1~ 
distance in ~d. 
Step 1: Estimate of" ~d(F,b)~ 2L,,' Using the invariance of v, 
Z P(Xw,,l~(H\{a})=F,X~l~(a)=b)PV(~,,(F) = 1  ~w,,(b)= 1, t/w,~(b)= 0) 
d(F,b) <~ 2L,, 
~_~ P(X<,I~(H\{a}):F,X,~,'u(a)=b)P"(~,,,,,(F) =l ) 
d(F,b) ~ 2L,, 
=P'-' Z P(X~(H\{a})=F'Xw., lu(a)=b) 
d(F,b) <~ 2L,, 
xEH\{a} 
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For x # a, the process Yt--X~-lt, u(X)- Xu-lt,~(a) is a symmetric random walk. Thus, 
cL. a P( d(X~,lu(x ),X~,l (a ) ) <~ 2Ln ) <~ 
(U -- W n)d/2'  
where the constant C can be chosen so that the bound is uniform for x # a, x, a E An. 
Therefore 
Z P(X~.Iu(H\{a}) =F, Xw,,lu(a)=b)pV(~w.(F)= 1, ~w.(b) = 1, qw.(b)=O) 
d(F,b) <~ 2Ln 
CLd pl-1 CLd~ (2.30) 
<~ pt-ll (u --~nn)d/2 ~ I(A n -- Wn)d/2 
since u ~> An. 
Step 2: Estimate of ~-~a(F,b)>2L," For this estimate we need a different coupling of 
~u,~/u for uE[0,wn]. In [0,wn] we use the basic coupling of Liggett (1985, p. 382): 
one considers two independent families of Poisson processes, ~ and ~', associated to 
the bonds. A particle of the process ~u evolves according to ~', whereas a particle of 
q~ evolves according to ~,  until it meets a particle of Cu with which it coalesces, i.e. 
it evolves afterwards according to ~.  Moreover, if a particle of ~/u is at a distance 1 
from a coalesced particle, then jumps in the direction of the coalesced particle occur 
according to ~' rather that ~.  
For x E ya, let Ax be the event that a particle which start from x at time Wn and 
evolves backward in time using both ~ and ~,  stays within distance Ln from x until 
time 0. Let 
AF, b = N Ax, 
xGFU{b} 
and define similarly AF and Ab. Observe that the events {~w°(F)=I}AAF and 
{~w.(b) = 1, rlw.(b )= 0} NAb are independent. Moreover, 
p(ACF, b) <. lP(ACo). 
Note that P(A~) is bounded above by the probability that a random walk, jumping 
with rate 2 to any of the 2d nearest sites, makes more than Ln jumps within time wn. 
Thus, by applying the exponential Chebychev inequality to a Poisson random variable 
of mean 4dwn, we have 
P(A~) ~ e-L"e 4aw"(e-1) ~ e -w'. 
Thus, 
Z P(X~.(H\{a})=F,X~lu(a)=b)pV(~w~(F)= 1, ~w.(b) = l, ~/w°(b) = O) 
d(F,b)>2Ln 
= ~ P(X~)u(H\{a}):F,X~)u(a)=b) 
d(F,b )> 2Ln 
×PV(~w.(F) = 1, ~w,,(b)= 1, qw.(b)=O, ACF, b) 
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+ E P(X;~ u(H\{a})=F'X~S.~u(a)=b) 
d(F,b)>2L. 
xPV(¢w,(F) = 1, ~.w,,(b) = 1, ~lw,,(b)=O,A~;b) 
<<- ~ P(X~), (H\{a})=F,X,~,(a)=b)[P(~w, , (FU{b}) : I ,A~' .b)  
d(F,b)>2L. 
+P"(~w,(F)= 1)P~(~_wo(b)= 1, ,Two(b)=0)] 
<< lpte-W,, + pl-Xp~(~w,,(0) ~ rlwo(0)) <~ lpte w,, + 2pl-lCw~l/5 (2.31) 
for some C > 0. The bound 
PV(~.w,,(0) ¢ qw,(O)) <. Cw~ l/5 
comes from Theorem 1.1 in Belitsky (1993). With our choice of w,, using (2.29) 
(2.31 ) we get, for suitable constants A, B, C, 
sP~'(~u(H)= 1,rlu(a ) =0)  ~< pt- ,  1Asl/27~1/2 + lplse-BS'~'~],~d + pl-ICsl/2OdT]/eOd 
which completes the proof. 
2.4. Proof o[ Theorem 1 
(1 + s)C~e -c~N, 
[] 
Theorem 1 follows from Propositions 1-3 as in Ferrari et al. (1995). For the sake 
of completeness we give here a sketch of the proof. 
Let (rn)n~>0 be any sequence such that 
Vn, rn > max(7~ -1/2,e -c2n~/2,Ce-And''2), and lim rn=O. 
n~Tx3 
The constants A, C, C2 are the ones that appear in Propositions 1 and 3. Define 0,, by 
P(T, >Tnrn)= exp(-0n) .  Propositions 1 and 2 imply that 
l - 2dr~ - Ce A"~ <~ e oo <~ 1 r~ . (2.32) 
Br,, + D 
In particular 0~ ~ 0. So, for n large, 0n/2 ~< l - e -°" ~ On, and (2.32) give 
(B + D) ~ <. (Br~ + D) -~ <. 0_£, <~ 4d + C e-An'~ ~<4d+ 1. 
rn rn 
Set ~, = O~/r,. We need to show that, for t > 0 and for some positive constants B, B' 
[P(T,, >~7,t) - e-~°tl ~< Be -8,"d- (2.33) 
Note that (2.33) implies (1.2), by letting fln=?',,/e,,, and observing that by choosing 
B ~ large enough we may take B= 1. 
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Suppose, first, t =krn, with k a positive integer. We apply inductively Proposition 3 
[P(Tn >>- Tnt ) -- e-a"tl = [P(Tn ~ kynrn ) -- e -kO" ] 
~< (1 + rn)C le -cS[1  + e -°" + . . .  + e -°'(k-2)] 
e--C2nd e--Czna 
1 ~< 4C1 - -  --4C1 - - ,  <~ 2C~e-C2nd 1 -- e -O. On rnCtn 
and (2.33) follows. For a general t, one writes t=krn + vn with 0 ~< v, <rn, and the 
argument above is easily modified (see Ferrari et al., Section 5, for details). 
3. Typical configurations at T~ 
In this section we show that the configurations of the system at time T~ are "typi- 
cal" for the measure v~= vp,. The precise statement involves the well-known notion of 
empirical process 
1 
Rn(rl)=-~'gZ~Oi~ for qE{0,1}  U, 
iEA~ 
where Oi is the shift (Oiq)(i)=q(i + j ) ,  and ~ is the Dirac measure. Thus, R~(t/) is 
a probability measure on {0, 1} ~d. By the Ergodic Theorem, Rn(r l ) - -+v , as n---+c<), 
weakly, for v-almost every r/. 
Theorem 2. 
lim Rn(rlT,,)= V' P~ - a.s. 
n ---+ oo 
in the weak topology. 
Proof. Define the following sets of probability measures on {0, 1} £~" 
A----{Iz: #(a(0)=l )~>p'}  and A~={/~EA: dist(/~,v')>e}, 
with e > 0. Here, dist(., .) is any metric that induces the weak topology. Note that T~ is 
the first occurrence time of the event {Rn EA}. Also, let T,~ be the first occurrence time 
of {Rn cA~}, 7en=(v(RnEAe')) -1 and, as in Section 2.2, 7n=(nd- lv (~A,  r / ( i )= l ) )  -1.  
By using the process level large deviation principle for the product measure v (see e.g. 
Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993), one sees that 1 
1 7~ < 0. (3.1) .lim log 
Thus, for n large enough, there is a k > 0 such that 
-< o,~ -ha (3.2) 7n "-~ ~n e 
11f H(.) is the rate function for the large deviation principle, it is easy to check that the limit in (3.1) 
is less or equal to - in f{H(#) :  p EA t} + H(v'). The conclusion follows by lower semicontinuity of H, 
closedness of A t and the standard fact that v t is the unique minimum of H on A. 
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By using Theorem 1, it is easily seen that, for some a, b > 0, 
P"{ T,, ~> ?,~e (k/2 )~d } <~ ae -b~d . (3.3 
Moreover, by repeating the argument leading to Proposition 1, after replacing the event 
{~A,, r /( i )=/} by {Rn~A~}, one proves 
PV{T2 >t} >/1 - I~mnltv{R, EA':}-Ce -An" 
for some A, C > 0 and every t. This implies 
PV{T] <~ 7he (k/zlnJ } <. ate -b'n" (3.4) 
for some a', b t >0.  Thus, using (3.3) and (3.4), and taking into account that 
{dist(Rn(qr~),v')>~} C {Tn ~ <~ T~} C {Tn>~),ne(k"z)n'J}U{Tn': <~ yne (k/zlnJ } 
we have that P"{dist(R,(tlr,,), v~)> r,} goes to zero exponentially fast. It is now routine 
to obtain almost sure convergence using the Borel-Cantelli Lemma. [~ 
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